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ABSTRACT
The original design for the PCI bus was to move high
bandwidth peripherals closer to the CPU for
performance gains. Graphics-oriented operating
systems (OS) and other high bandwidth functions such
as Ultra2 SCSI, Fibre Channel, Fast Ethernet, and 3D
graphics are consuming more PCI bus bandwidth. This
need for more bandwidth has compelled system vendors
to find ways of increasing the throughput not only on
the PCI bus, but throughout the entire system. The
purpose of this paper is the design in 130nm TSMC
technology of an 64-bit Peripheral Component
Interconnect for its final place and route using SOC
Encounter and to make the design to be routable and to
meet the timing inorder to work our module at desired
frequency by choosing the appropriate Floorplanning
for the design by following a standard cell design
methodology.

Keywords – Placement, Routing, PCI bus, SoC
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I. INTRODUCTION
The SoC Encounter System supports all implementation
styles—from flat or hierarchical to single or multi-VDD.
The system’s fast automatic power grid design and
optimization, global routing, in-place optimization, and
global timing debug capabilities provide a robust
infrastructure to implement any methodology. Full-chip flat
prototyping delivers complete and accurate physical, timing,
clock, and power data, thereby eliminating the guesswork
associated with traditional block-based approaches.
SoC Encounter hierarchical support further helps physical
designers to assess how best to partition the logical
hierarchy in to physical modules by analyzing the optimal
pin assignments; quick time budgeting; accurately
predicting the clock distribution networks; analyzing the
power grids; and eventually generating complete timing and
physical constraints for each of the physical modules.

II. PCI ARCHITECTURE
Since the 32-bit PCI bus is currently able to transfer 133
MB/sec of data less the overhead, what results from
changing the bus to 64 bit and 66 MHz? How are PCI bus
cycles affected by 64-bit transfers? What are the additions to
the PCI bus for 64-bit extensions?

III. PCI BUS CYCLES
Address and data transfers are multiplexed over the same
lines on the PCI bus, the address is sent first and then the
data. A 32-bit PCI bus has 32 data lines and is able to do 32bit data transfers and 32-bit memory addressing or 64-bit

addressing using two 32-bit PCI cycles known as Dual
Address Cycles (DAC).
Memory addressing is not what constrains the PCI bus or
system performance. 32-bit addressing allows access to 4
GB of memory--systems such as SMP systems need to
address more than this range of memory (see the illustration
below). More memory can be
addressed
with
64-bit
addressing in one PCI cycle or
two 32-bit cycles using DAC,
with the first cycle sending the
low address and the second
cycle sending the high address.
In the illustration to the right,
notice the number of PCI
cycles it takes to send the same
128 bytes of data over a 32-bit
PCI bus versus a 64-bit bus, assuming the PCI bus is not
interrupted. 64-bit PCI bus transactions are more efficient,
both for addressing and data, because the number of PCI
cycles is reduced to half.
Fig.1: Bus Cycles

Fig.2: Memory Addressing

IV. 64-BIT EXTENSION PINS
A 64-bit extension to the 32-bit bus architecture requires an
additional 39 signal pins which are AD[64::32],
C/BE[7::4]#, REQ64#, ACK64#, and PAR64. As we said
before, data and addressing are multiplexed over the same
pins, either AD[31::00] for 32 bits or AD[31::00] and
AD[64::32] for 64 bits. During an address phase,
AD[64::32] is used to send the upper 32-bits of a 64-bit
address or during a data phase, an additional 32-bits of data.
To transfer a 64-bit address in one PCI cycle using the 64bit bus, you must use the DAC command and assert
REQ64#. (Asserting or deasserting a signal means that a
particular message is present or missing on the line.) To
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transfer the additional 32-bits of data on AD[64::32],
REQ64# and ACK64# must be asserted.
The Bus Command and Byte Enable Commands are
multiplexed over C/BE[7::4]# pins; Bus Commands are
transferred during the address phase and Byte Enable
Commands during the data phase. An even parity bit,
PAR64, protects the AD[63::32] pins from data corruption.
PAR64 has the same timing as AD[63::32] but is delayed by
one clock cycle.
64-bit transactions are negotiated using a transaction
between a master and a target asserting REQ64# and
ACK64#. Devices determine if they are connected to a 64bit bus by asserting or deasserting REQ64# when RST# is
deasserted. Only memory commands support 64-bit data
transfers.

V. 64-BIT BUS BENEFITS
Many factors play into overall system performance and
affect the industry's progress to 64-bit PCI. The 32-bit PCI
bus is not in itself slowing system performance. Peripheral
devices such as SCSI, IDE, and Fast Ethernet by themselves
do not use the full potential of the current PCI bus.
Interaction between the PCI bus, the Host Bridge, DRAM,
and the CPU commonly slow down PCI transfers.
Let's also consider the transactions in the system. The CPU
communicates with Dynamic Random Access Memory
(DRAM) and the Host Bridge: the Host Bridge in turn
communicates with the PCI bus and DRAM. Direct Memory
Access (DMA) devices transfer data directly to DRAM
through the PCI bus as shown here.
The burst rate of data throughput on the PCI bus doubles
with 64-bit data transfers. 64-bit DMA devices can move
data in 64-bit chunks directly between the PCI bus and
DRAM if the PCI bus and DRAM are set up the handle 64bit transfers. The system with a 64-bit PCI bus is less
congested; 64-bit devices in the system get on and off the
bus in half the time, making the PCI bus more efficient. In
essence, since 64-bit transfers achieve better PCI bus
utilization and more devices can be added to the bus before
realizing the bus' full bandwidth potential. The more heavily
weighted your system becomes with peripheral devices the
more it benefits from a 64-bit wide PCI bus.
Notice in the following drawings, the number of
components that would be affected by increasing the PCI
bus to 64-bits, the host bridge, the DRAM, the CPU and
even the OS and driver. Since the majority of transactions
are data transfers from the PCI bus to DRAM and from
DRAM to the PCI bus, you could consider that increasing
the bandwidth of the bus would increase the performance of
the system.
However, the CPU and the OS may become the bottleneck
even if implementing a 64-bit PCI bus.

VI. PCI BUS SPEEDS 33MHZ VS 66MHZ
Another way of increasing the
throughput of the PCI bus is
increasing the PCI clock
speed. PCI systems are now at
33 MHz; the PCI spec defines
66 MHz as a way of
increasing PCI bandwidth.
66-MHz devices are great for
high bandwidth applications
and peripherals. Just as 64-bit
architecture can double the
bus bandwidth, 66 MHz can
double the throughput. The
diagram to the right illustrates
the increase in throughput.
Some hardware modifications need to be made to the PCI
devices and motherboard to allow this increase in clock
speed. 66-MHz devices are defined by modifying an
existing ground pin to a static signal (M66EN) using a
single pullup resistor and adding one bit to the
Configuration Status register. 66-MHz PCI requires higher
maximum clock frequency and modifying timing
parameters. Engineers need to pay close attention to
maximum trace lengths, loading of add-in boards, and the
maximum pin capacitance of all add-in boards. A 66-MHz
bus is capable of operating at 0 to 66 MHz speeds. 33-MHz
devices operate at 33 MHz in a 66-MHz bus; likewise 66MHz devices operate at 33 MHz in a 33-MHz bus.
When designing a 66-MHz PCI bus into the motherboard,
electrical problems, chip size, and heat dissipation are some
issues to deal with. The loading factor in the 66-MHz bus is
significantly reduced from that of the 33 MHz. As the bus
speed increases, the total distance data can travel decreases,
and the number of slots available on the motherboard
decreases. To solve the 66-MHz requirements on a
motherboard, 66-MHz PCI bus is typically separated out on
another bus using a 66-MHz PCI bridge chip.

VII. 64-BIT MARKET TRENDS
System vendors are looking for ways of creating the fastest
and best systems on the market. Who are some of the
players in this market segment? How do the OS, the CPU,
and other system components affect system performance?

1. PLACEMENT AND ROUTING
1.1. DESIGN IMPORT
The files that will be imported in to the SoC Encounter Tool
to start place and route are the netlist file, timing library
files, library exchange format files, timing constraints file
and I/O assignment file.
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After Importing the above files in to SoC Encounter we
perform sanity checks. We check for whether any floating
input pins, any multidriven ports and nets, any nets with
tristate drivers, if any input delay or load information in sdc
is missing, if there are any undefined clocks, whether any
don’t use cells in the design, whether there are any negative
slack paths after synthesis. So after performing these checks
the timing report before placing the standard cells is shown
below.

The core-utilization is 32.5%. This step involves the
creation of power stripes and core ring at the chip level. The
aim of power planning is to achieve minimum IR drop.

Fig.4. Power planning of PCI bus.

From the report it is clear that there are three violating paths
under input to register timing paths. We can still go ahead
and do the floor planning because the tool can easily fix
them by upsizing the cells .
1.2. FLOOR PLANNING
In floor planning step we decide how much area will be
required for our design to place in the core area so that
minimum wire length will be used to make connectivity
between standard cells. We also create the input output pins.

1.4. PLACEMENT
In this step we place the standard cells . Before the
placement of standard cells we place the endcap cells to the
left and right of the core so as to avoid process antenna
violations and spacing violations. The simple idea is to
minimize the length of wires, but, for example, in a timingdriven placement the intention is to decrease as much as
possible the delay on the critical paths. So that timing will
be met very easily.

The process of arranging the macros in a block or chip is
called floor planning . This step is critical as a bad floor
panning can result in a design which can be congested or
which cannot be closed in terms of timing

Fig.3: Amoeba view for Floor Plan of PCI bus
1.3. POWER PLANNING

From the figure we can observe diamond shaped red color
boxes indicating the horizontal or vertical congestion. This
is mainly because of the placement of standard cells below
the metal-4 vertical power stripe. Now if we check for
timing the tool will do a trail route automatically and gives
the report. The term WNS indicates Worst Negative Slack
on a particular path and TNS indicates Total Negative Slack.
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The timing report shown for this design at this stage is

Fig.6. Trail Route

So in order to remove the congestion we have to declare
placement blockage on metal-4. So the standard cells will
not be placed below the metal-4 stripe as shown below.

Fig.5. Placement with out congestion
Now if we check for timing the tool will do a trail route
automatically and gives the report.
We can clearly see that the congestion is 0% which is good
and we can go ahead to the next step for placement and
routing.
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1.5 POST-PLACEMENT OPTIMIZATION
After optimizing the design for removal of negative slack
the density of the design has changed to 24.837%. The
timing report is shown below :

Now the timing violations and drv violations have been
eliminated after optimization and setup slack has become
positive.

1.6. CLOCK TREE SYNTHESIS
The next step is generation of clock tree. It is termed as
Clock Tree Synthesis (CTS). How the clock is distributed in
a design is one of the most limiting factors in order to
achieve high frequency circuits. The clock signal has to get
all the clocked components at the same time in order to
achieve a correct operation, and the more the frequency is
increased, the more clock inaccuracy we have. The
generated clock tree is highlighted in white lines as shown
in Figure 8. The density of the design after clock tree
synthesis is 25.813%.

Fig.8: Clock Tree Synthesis
The timing report at this stage is shown below:

Post-Placement optimization can also be called as Pre-CTS
optimization.

Fig.7. Pre-CTS optimization
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The negative setup slack seen in the report is mainly
because during clock tree generation tool adds buffers to all
the clock nets. This increases the path delay. So to eliminate
this negative slack we optimize the design.
1.7. POST-CTS OPTIMIZATION
This step is referred to as the Post-CTS optimization. After
CTS we can also check for the hold violations. But in most
of the cases we perform hold check after detailed routing
only. Even if hold check is done at CTS stage we can easily
fix the hold violations during Post-CTS optimization.

After Post-CTS optimization it is clear that the setup
violation is eliminated and there are no violations on any
other paths .
1.8. DETAILED ROUTING
The next step is detailed routing. Here the tool does the
actual timing driven sign-off routing. The trail route
between the standard cells is removed.

Fig.9: Post-CTS optimization
The Density of the design has become 25.799%. The timing
report is shown below:

Fig.10: Detailed Routing
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The density of the design is at 25.799%. The timing is
checked for both setup and hold requirements. There is no
need of fixing hold time at early stages of the design.
The timing report is shown below:

Fig.7: Post-route Optimization
The density of the design is 25.825%.The timing report is
shown below:

1.9. POST-ROUTE OPTIMIZATION
The hold violations are always fixed at post route
optimization because the skews seen are real and to fix them
tool can easily add buffers. Before detailed routing we only
give priority for fixing the setup timing violations.
During Post-route optimization the tool optimizes the design
by upsizing or downsizing the cells or by adding some
buffers.

It is clearly seen that the hold violations on all the paths are
removed after Post-route optimization. After this step we
can fill the spaces in our design with the filler cells for the
continuity of N-well regions to avoid any DRC violations.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
Placement and routing of 64-bit PCI bus is done at 130nm
technology using SoC Encounter tool version 9.1. The
timing reports at each and every step of the design are
observed and if any violations they are removed and from
the reports finally the setup slack is 0.022ns and the hold
slack is 0.104ns. The density of the design is finally reported
as 25.825%. The increase in density of the design at each
and every step is mainly because of the increment in net
lengths ,upsizing of the cells, addition of buffers.The voltage
of operation is 1.8v. The power consumption of the chip
level PCI bus is 120mW and the total area is 1422162.9µm2.
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